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Abstract. The complexity L(A) of :I finite dimensional associative algebra A is the number of 
non-scalar multiplications/divisions of an optimal algoritlhm to compute the product of two 
elements of the algebra. We show 
L(A)a2*dimA-t, 
where : is the number of maximal two-sided ideals of A. 
1. Introduction 
Let k be a field. To avoid complications with the model. of computation, we assume 
k to be infinite. Let xl, . . . , xK be indeterminates over k. Following [ 111 we have: 
Definition 1. A sequence of rational functions gl , .’ . . , g, E k (xl, . . . , xn ) is cahed a 
compu&don sequence, if for any p G t there are zlIp, tr, E k + kg1 f l 9 l + kz,, + kg? + 
. n * + kgpvl, such ihat 
g, = u, ’ up or - g, = UP/VP. 
(In the latter case v, # 0 is assumed.) 
efinition2. Letfi, . . . , fs E k(xl, , . . , x,).Thec~llrtirklxityL~fl,. . . , f,bffl, . . . ,fq 
is the smallest number r with the following property: There exists a computation 
sequence gl, . . . , g, such that for all i 6 q 
* The resuits of this paper have been presented at the Symposium on Algorithm in Modern 
Mathematics and Computer Science at Urgench, September 1979, and at the Oberwolfach Conierenc:e 
on Komplexit%stheorie, October 1979. 
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The idea of this model is to aillow linear operations, uch as additions, ubtractions 
and scalar multiplications at no cost and to minimize the num.ber of multiplica- 
tions/divisions. The indetermination ~1, . l . , xn represent the inputs. (For details ee 
PI 1 
in this paper we mean by an algebra A always a finite dime&or4 associauve 
algebra with 1. Let e 1, . . . , e, be a basis of the vectorspaee A, 
n 
ei * ej = C qiei 
l=l 
with rijl E k. Then we have 
3. The complexity of A is 
(I 
n 
L(A)=L C TijlXiyj: ldsn 9 
i,j=l 
wh5re Cyjs1 SijlXiyj E k(Xl, . l . 9 Xn, Yl, l l l 9 Yn)* 
It can be seen immediately that L(A) does not depend ch & chosen basis and 
that it is invariant under isomorphisms. Moreover the complexity &es not 51, -Tease 
when one replaces an algebra by a subalgebra or a homomorphic rnh,%e a A~; jnz 
always has 
L(AxB)sL(A)+L(B). 
If dim A = n, then 
L(A)an 
with equality iff A+“. (1213; actually these facts are stated and proved there for 
rank, not for complexity.) 
The study of gthe interplay between algebraic and algorithmic aspects of algebras, 
as represented by structure theory and complexity theory, seems to be a suitable 
theme to honour Al-Khowarizmi with whom the words algebra and algorithm 
originated. 
Several authors noted L(C) = 3, where @ is considered as algebra over the teals. 
Fiduccia-Zalcstein [4] proved tjlat for a division algebra A 
L(A)82*dimA-1. (1) 
They also showed that one has equality whenever A is a simple field extension. Qne 
does not always have equality, however. Dobkin [5], de Groote 1’71, Howell-Lafon 
[9] and Stoss [I93 proved 
L(rea1 quaternions) = 8. (2) 
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A subjec tof great importance is the study of the complexity of the fslll matrix algebra 
M, or equivslently the complexity of ma%ix multiplication. An older result 
L(M2q) s 7’, L(M,) - Q(~z**~~) 
by Strassen [20] has recently been improved fi by Pan [ 13;- 161, Bini-Capovani-Lotti- 
Komani [l], Bini [2] and Schanhage [17,181 to 
L(IM,) = Q(n**“‘). 
As to lower bounds, Hopcroft-Kerr [8] and Winogsad [23] show 
L(M2) = ‘7 
and Brockett-Dobkin [4] and Lafon-Winograd [lo] give the general lower bound 
L(M,)X!n*-1. (3) 
There is also some knowledge about non-semisimple algebras. Let thle nullalgebra 
have basis 1, e2, . . . , e, where ei l ei = 0 for all i, j. Then 
L(nullalgebra) = 2n - 1. (4 
A beautiful result by Fiduccia-Zalcstein [6] and Winograd [24] gives thle complexity 
of an algebra that is generated by a single element: Let f~ k[t] b(: a non-zero 
polynomial of degree rt with m different primefactors. Then 
L(k[t]/( f)) = 2n - btl. (5) 
Although the proofs of the lower bounds quoted above differ greatly from each other 
they all use the so-called substitution method [ 121 as a basic ingredir;nt. This suggests 
that one should try to unify them by a single result. The following theorem, proved 
in Section 2, almost achieves this goal. 
Theorem. Let A be any algebra. T%en L(A) 3 2 l dim A - number of maximal two- 
sided ideals of A. 
Since divison algebras and full matrix algebras as well as the nullalgebra have only 
one maximal two-sided ideal, we get (1), (3) and (4). Since the number of maximal 
ideals of k[t]/(f) equals the number of different primefactors off we get the lower 
bound of (5). (The upper bound follows easily from the Chinese remainder theozem.) 
Only the result on quaternions (2) is not a consequence. On the other hand there 
are of course numerous new appiicati.ons of which we give just one example: 
Let k = C. If G is a finite abelian group of order g, @[G] its group algebra, then 
obviousl:+ 
L(C[G]) = E(@‘) == g. 
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Let Dzn be the dihedral group of order 2n. Then our theorem implies 
n odd, 
n even. 
For if ra is odd we have (using character theory) 
C[.&J =c2 x M2(@)(n-1)‘2, 
if n is even we have 
q&J =c4 x A42(@)“‘2-‘. 
2. Proofs 
Multiplication in an algebra A is a bilinear map A X A + A. WC will have to 
consider the computational complexity of slightly more general m;l~s, namely 
homogeneous quadratic maps. 
Ihfinition 4. Let E, W be finite dimensional k-vectorspaces wi”sh bases el. . . . e, 
resg. $1, . . . , i$. A map 
f:E+ W 
is called quadratic, if there are quadratic forms fi, . . . , f4 in k[xl, . , . , L aj such that 
for all &, . . . , & c k 
f( i CC) = i f& . . . v S,%. 
j-1 I=1 
We call 
L(f) = Ufl, l l l ) fq) 
the complexity offi (fl, . *. p fq are considered here as elements of &(x1, . . . , x,).) 
The notion of a quadratic map and the complexity of f do not depend on the 
chosen bases. If 4 : E’ + E, $: W + W’ are linear maps, then #of04 is again 
quadratic and 
L(f)~UrtofW (6) 
ropositim. Let 
f:E+ W 
be G quadratic map. I;hen L(f) s r if there are u,, v, f E”, w, G W (p = 1, . l . , r) SUCK 
‘hat for all x E E 
fM= i u,(x) ‘vpwwp, 
p=l 
where E* denotes the dual of E. 
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The proof of this proposition is well known and follows from the fact that sets of 
quadratic fctms can optimully be computed with05 t division. (See [2l].) 
The next lemma collects a few facts about algebras, which will be needed later. 
They are al; immediate consequlences of the classs :a1 structure theory of Wedder- 
burn. (See [22].) If A is an algebra we denote by rad .,4 the radical of A. 
Lemma 1. 
(‘7) A and Afrad A4 have the same number of maximal two-sided ideals. 
(8) A / rad A is semisimple. 
(9) Any left ideal of a semisimple algebra has a complement which is a left ideal. 
Similarly for r?ght ideals. 
(10) Any semisimple algebra is a finite direct produsr of simple algebras. 
(11) If A is simple, L resp. R are minimal Ieft resp r!,$t ideals, then 
dim L = him R. 
(12) If A is simple, x F A and R a nor?-zero right ideal such that ax = 0 for all a E R, 
then x = 0. Similarly, if L is a non-zero left ideal such that xa = 0 for all a E L, then 
x =o. 
We divide the major part of the proof of the theorem into two lemmas. 
Lemma 2. Let A, B be algebras. ‘Then 
L(A x B) 2 L((A/rad A) x B) + 2 8 dim(rad A). 
Proof. We will show 
L(A) 3 L(A/rad A) + 2 l dim(rsd A). 
(Taking into account B is then trivial.) 
Let L(A) = r. Then there are u,, v, E (A x A)*, w, E A such that for all a, b E A 
a*b= i u,(a,b)vJa,b)*w,. (13) 
p=l - 
Let 4 = dim(rad A). It suffices to 
property that 
find a representation (13) l*ith the addit:ional 
Ul 9 l l ’ 9 u2q are linearly independent on rad A x rad A. (In particular 
2q G r.) (14) 
For assume (14) and let 
and 
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be the restriction of the multiplication. f is a quadratic map with 
L(f)w--2q. (15) 
(for f&z, b) = Zipzq+l ~,(a, b)* v&, b) l w, on EJ 
Let p resp. ~1’ be the multiplication on A resp. A/rad A. The commutative 
diagram 
AxA 
P 
,A 
I I 
A/r-ad A x A/pad A ” - A/rad A 
yields (by restriction) acommutative diagram 
E 
f 
,A 
la-l I I 
A/rad A x A/fad A -f+ A/r-ad A 
Since E n (rad A x rad A) = 0 a is an isomorphism. Then 
E 
f 
@A 
’ a-1 A/rad A x A/rad A ,,r!d A. 
commutes. By (6) and (15) we therefore have 
L(A/rad A) = L(p’) G L(f) s r -2q = L(A)-2*dim(rad A). 
This shows that it is sufficient to have (13) with the property (14). 
We claim that this can be achieved by permuting the terms of the sum (13) and 
by interchanging scme U, with vP. 
Otherwise there exists p < 2q, p s r such that w.1.o.g. 
Ul 9***9 u, are linearly independent on rad A x rad A, 
Up+l, l l l , un Vp+lo ’ l l , vr are linearly dependent on (16) 
Ul , . . . , U, a;= li,:~!~z,formsonradAxradA. 
Since p < 2q there are x9 y E rad A, not both equal to 0, such that UI(X, y) = 9 . l = 
U&X, y j = 0, and thierefore by (16) 
l&l/X, yj = l ’ l = u,(x, y) = vp+l(x, y) =: l ’ l = vgx, y) = 0. 
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We fix such a pair (x, y) for the following discussion. If ~1, bE A, ul(a, b) = l l l = 
Up(a, b) = 0 we have 
(a+x)(b-+y)-: i u,(a+x,b+y)q,(a+x,b+y)* W, 
p=l 
= i Ma, b)+u,k YN l (vp(a, b)+o,(x, Y)) l w, 
p=l 
= i u,(a, b) l v,(a, b) 9 w, = a 9 b. 
p=p+l 
If a, b E A are arbitrary we use the linear independence of ~1,. . . , u, on rad A x 
rad A to find s, t E rad A such that 
Vi <p u~(s, t) = -ui(a, b). 
Thea 
ul(a+s,b+t)=***=u,(a+s,b+t)=O. 
Together with (17) we get the following: 
If a, b E A then there are s, t E rad A such that 
(a-ts)(b+t)=(a+s+x)(b+t+y). 
For some i 2 1 we have 
x, y E (rad A)’ and 
Taking a = 0, b = 1 in (18) we 
x& (rad A)‘+l (say). 
get 
s(l+t)=(s+x)(l+t+y), 
therefore 
X == -x(t + y) -sy E (rad A)i+l, 
3 contradiction. 
Lemma 3. Let A, B be algebras. A sinaple. Then 
L(AxB)a2edimA-l+L,(B). 
Proof, As in the preceding lemma 
L(A)a2dimA-1. 
Let 
dimA=n, 
we content ourselves with showing 
(18) 
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Then there are u,, v, E (A x A)“, w, E A such that 
‘da, b EA a l b = C uJa, b) l v&z, b) Q w,. 
p=l 
\ (1% 
where R1, R2 are right ideals, R 1 minimal. 
Put 
thus 
dimRz=n-m. 
(i) It is clear that ~1, . . . , wr generate A. Therefore t2 Ii and w.1.o.g. we can 
assume that w 1, . . . , wm_l are linearly independent and that, taking 
we have 
WnR2=0. (20) 
hl I*-‘? wm-l are to be chosen such that wl+Rz, . . . , wm_l -k R2 are linearly 
independent in A/R2.) 
Let 
w:A+R1 
be the projection along RZ. 
(r(W): R1) = (a: &a t- n( W)} 
is a left ideal # A and therefore it is contained in a maximal left ideal Lz. Let L1 be 
a complementary left ideal. Then 
and by Lemma 1 
dim L1 = m, dimLz=n-m. 
If n = m omit the next two steps of the proof. 
(ii) We claim that w.1.o.g. unt, . . . , urn_1 arc linearly independent on U X La: We 
proceed as in the proof of Lemma 2 and try to achieve the stated linear independence 
bv permuting the terms p = m, . . . , r of the sum (19) and by interchanging some U, 
with v, for p 2 m. Failure would yield a g such that m - 1 s p < n - 1 and w.1.o.g. 
y independent on 0 X L2, 
up+19 l l ’ 9 un 1Jtp-k1, l l l , v, are linearly dependent on 
. 
(21) 
u nay . . . , up as linear forms on 0 X L2. 
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Sincep-m+l<rt - m = dim L2 we can choose 
YEL2, yzo 
such that ~~(0, y) = . . . = ~(0, y) = 0, and therefore by (21) 
um(O, y)=. . l = UJO, y) = vp+r(O, y) = l . l = z&(0, y) = 0. 
If a, b E A, U&S, b) = l 9 9 = u,(a, b) = 0 we have 
209 
(22) 
db+y)= i (U,(a,b)+up(O,y))(v,(a,b)+v,(O,y))- wp 
p=l 
= i ~,(a, b) l v,(a, b) l w,, + G 
p=l 
whereiCEk.,vl+...+k.w,-l=W,i.e. 
ab-a(b+y)E W. (23) 
We do not simplify the term on the left side of (23) since our present discussion will 
serve as a model for cases (iii) and (iv). 
If CL, b E A are arbitrary we use the linear independence of urn, . . . , u, 89 I) X L2 
to find d E Lz such that 
u,(a,bi-t)=-..=u,(a,b+t)=% 
Va,bEA3tE:L2 a(&+?)-a(b=+t+y)E W. (24) 
Using (20) this implies 
VaERz a.yEWnRz=O, 
which is impossible by Lemma 1 and (22). 
(iii) W.l.0.g. urn, . . . 5 _-&ii 1~ _ _$ are lic~~=ry independent on R2 X Lz (In particular *‘ L -_ _ -r..VU.. 
r a “Ln -m - 1): Otherwise we proceed as in (ii), leaving the first n - 1 term of the 
sum (19) fixed. We get 
xcR2, yeL2, x#c) 
such that 
Va,bEA3sER2,tEL2 (a+s)(b+t)-(a+s+x)(b+t+ykW. 
(Compare (24). The case JI: = 0, y # 0 is not possible since urn(O, y) = . . . = 
u,,-r(0, y) = 0 implies y = 0 by (ii).) We choose o = 0, b EE Ll. Then 
x(b+t+y)+syE w. 
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Since X, i E RZ using (30) we have 
xb+x(t+yj+sy=o 
and because of t, y z Lz, b E L1 we get 
xbEL~nL*=o. 
Since b E L1 is arbitrary we get x = 0 by Lemma 1, a contradiz&r. 
(iv) w.t.0.g. urn,. . . , uznwl arid linearly independent on Rz x A (in particular 
r 2 2n - 1, which is the assertion of the lemma): Otherwise there exist 
XER~, YEA, y&L2 
such that 
Va,bsA3sER2,tcA (a+s)(b+t)-(a+s+x)(b+t+yjc W. 
(This time, the first 2n -m - 1 terms of (19) are to be held fixed.) We choose a E RI, 
b = 0. Then 
(a +s)y +x(t+y)E W, 
therefore 
7r((a+s)y+x(t+y))=ayE7r(W). 
Since a E RI is arbitrary we get 
y E k(W): R,) c L2, 
a contradiction. 
roof of the theorem. Let 
Afrad A==Al x 0 l l x AI, 
where A 1, . . . , A, are simple algebras. Then 
L(A)2L(A1 x0 9 l x A,) + 2 l dim (rad A) 
(by Lemma 2) 
2 i (2 dim Ai - 1) + 2 l dim (rad A) 
i=l 
(by Lemma 3 using induction) 
=EdimA-t 
= 2 9 dim AL - numbe of maximal two-sided ideals of A/rad A 
= 2 9 dim A - number of maximal two-sided ideals of A. 
Our proof of the theorem actually shows the following more genera1 result: If A, B 
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are algebsas, then 
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L(A X B) 2 L(B) + 2 . dim A - number of maximal ideals of A. 
This even holds iiF B is replaced by an arbitrary quadratic map. 
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